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Lamina symmetrical around AM therefore COM lies on AM

COM of triangle ABC lies 2/3 along a median line from a vertex. Since AM is a line 
of symmetry and A is a vertex, COM of ABC lies 2/3 away from A along AM

Let N be the mid-point of DE so that ANM is a straight line.
COM of triangle ADE lies 2/3 along a median line from a vertex. Since AN is a line 
of symmetry and A is a vertex, COM of ADE lies 2/3 away from A along AN

COM of ADE from A

COM of ABC from A

Therefor from BC:
COM of ADE is 30 - 10 = 20cm

COM of ABC is 30 - 20 = 10cm

Since ABC is isosceles. Angles ABC, ACB, AED, ADE are all equal
Therefore ABC and ADE are similar
Since height of ADE is half that of ADE, then DE must also be half that of BC
DE = 40cm
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(negative as it is 
being taken away 
from mass of ABC)
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Power from loss of GPE: Power used by resistive force

Since no gain in KE, all power from loss of GPE must be being used by resistive force

Power from cyclist - Power used by resistive force - power gained in GPE = 0
Because there is no gain in KE and no other forces act on the cyclist
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K is positive because km & m must be positive
Mass cannot be a negative value

Because 0 < λ < 0.5 , 1-2λ > 0 so no sign change

Check the extremes of λ:

Any value of λ above 0 will create an inequality that includes 1 < k
Therefore, for all values of λ, 1 < k is the valid inequality.

Note: 1 < k uses a hard inequality (not 1 ≤ k) because λ ≠ 0, therefore k ≠ 1
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Final KE = Initial KE - work done by friction
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